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About This Content

Heroine Character Generator, a software from Gee-kun-soft for creating amazing heroine characters has arrived! Create
original heroine characters for your epic RPG utilizing a variety of provided hair and clothing assets.

Includes:

Hair: 7 total styles (front and back)
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Eyes: 10

Clothing: 20
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I like this pack a lot, especially the clothes but the new hair and eyes don't really match the rest of the generator pieces so it'll
make it hard to mix and match. Other than that little warning I would recommend this to anyone looking for some new parts..
Good DLC that adds some more variety to the Female catagory of your Character generator. There are no changes or add ons to
the Male catgory or Kid one. Hence the Title "Heroine." Mainly it is some unique hairstyles, some varient eyes that have
different default color to them and lots of clothing additions. Mainly a couple of School Uniform ones and a lot of
Fantasy\/Princess type. I have not had time yet to battle test or map test each varient of the generator parts, but for the most part
they are good looking quality and for the price compared to how long it would take you to design this stuff yourself, I'm good
with the variety provided. Would love to see more modern stuff like blue jeans and jerseys for up to date casual wear, but I'm
into modern RPGs so thats an "opinionated" request. Would also love to see some more stuff for the guys and kids too in the
future! (Hint Hint) Readers: Don't forget this pack allows you to make the face, SV battler, dead, and sprite all with this DLC.
This is not premade characters so sky is the limit what you do with the parts.
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